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used to anchor an environmental history course: a

response, Emily Waklid and Michelle K. Berry
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wrote A Primer for Teaching Environmental Histo‐

fruit demonstrates how food can connect students

ry: Ten Design Principles as a recent addition to

to the environment through their bodies. The seed

Antoinette Burton’s Design Principles for Teaching

works to provoke thoughts and questions about

History series at Duke University Press. The book

the environment through other topics of study,

fills a gap in published teaching methodologies for

“making environmental history something we do

environmental history.

rather than something we know” (p. 27). The hatch‐

With their combined experiences teaching in
both high schools and colleges, Waklid and Berry
offer a variety of carefully composed and wellthought-out methods and insights for teaching en‐
vironmental history. The authors provide sugges‐
tions for those integrating environmental history
into their existing courses, or designing a course
dedicated to the subject. They write, “If, by the end,
you take out your hatchet and begin to decon‐

et explains that educators do not need to master a
new field to teach environmental history; they just
need to find environmental angles within the his‐
tories, timelines, and geographies they already
know. They can then use the hatchet to tear apart
old stories and build new ones from the pieces. Fi‐
nally, the llama reminds readers to see animals as
part of the human story, and as a way to connect
culture and nature.
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The book is divided into three parts character‐
ized by actions: “Approaches,” “Pathways,” and
“Applications.” Part 1 consists of four chapters,

or rural. These kinds of experiences familiarize
students with scientific terms and practices, and
encourage them to observe nature with their own
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senses. Put simply, getting outside makes environ‐
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agency away from humans, and “demands ac‐

ning a high school teaching position in 2018, I read
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the book hoping to find insights on how to adapt

natural resources” (p. 101).

my previous college instruction to high school stu‐

Part 3 offers guidelines for adopting diversity

dents. I was looking for new methods, techniques,
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and projects that would make the topic interesting

sessments. In chapter 8, the authors propose pair‐

for students that I would see every day and for
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book helped me change my old course into some‐
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room is crucial for reaching today’s students. Wak‐
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I started my high school course, as Waklid and
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Berry suggest, with food. After watching and read‐
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tion and consumption in presentations that illus‐

incorporating social media into assignments to
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mon consumer goods. I took the authors’ sugges‐

less. Lastly, Waklid and Berry push back against

tion of pairing energy with another big topic by

traditional testing to argue that the best assess‐
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ments encourage students to continue to learn

slowed down my discussion of the Columbian Ex‐
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amples based on their experiences. Rather than a
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to defend their ideas with data on its effects from

Instead of offering any powerful critiques, I

around the world. The course was very successful

want to assert that I agree with the authors on a

and ended up being one of my favorites, due in

number of arguments they make throughout the

large part to Waklid and Berry’s book.

book, and have been positively influenced by their

Teaching environmental history can change

ideas. Most importantly, I agree with their claim

how students envision the world and their role in

that perhaps no field is as poised to encourage cli‐

it. This very timely and important book has ideas

mate change consciousness and environmental

for almost every kind of educator, and a little envi‐

awareness than environmental history. Teaching

ronmental history can go a long way. I have rec‐

students to understand nature’s role in contempo‐

ommended it to friends and colleagues who teach

rary life is more important than ever, and we
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in both high schools and colleges, and I recom‐
mend it to you now.
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